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In the UK in July we welcomed interns from
Germany and France to the UK internship in
Bristol. They spent time at Windmill City Farm,
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Golden Hill Community Garden and Dame Emily
Community. The second internship hosted
interns from Germany, Greece, and Italy and was
spent in Nottingham where they worked in and

Italian internship in
France: Michela and
Pietro
French internship in
Rethymno

visited a number of projects including Arkwright
Meadows Community garden, Summerwood
Community Garden, and Nottingham Organic
Gardeners. In addition, we sent 8 interns from
the UK to our partners community gardens in
Europe in June and July.
All the interns both in the UK and from the

English internship in
France

partner countries found the experience really
useful and rewarding. Interns from Europe
visiting the UK were able to see a wide variety of
urban growing projects in Bristol and
Nottingham and learn about how community
gardening works in the UK.

Italian internship in France: Michela and Pietro
The Gardeniser Pro internship experience, which we approached with interest and enthusiasm, was very useful and gave
us great satisfaction. Our objectives were above all to improve the learning of the skills that a Gardeniser must have, but
also the understanding of how the skills of the Gardeniser can really affect the quality of structures with urban gardens
and accompany the growth of thecommunities that share them.
In order to achieve these objectives, we have carried out a number of different but closely linked actions: we observed the
"MJC Berlioz" structure articulated in various environments, including two shared gardens "Le jardin partagé" and a
vegetable garden with a social project "Les jardins de Fred". On the whole this was a very beautiful, lively and dynamic
structure with high quality installations, and we created a graphic project to describe the structure and highlight its future
potential.

We also talked with many people who, with different functions, contributed to the development of the structure and we
found people who were willing, generous and sincere who told us about their vision and their activities and then we made
a document on the state of health of the structure. We then returned to the community to give them feedback on our
impressions. With the collaboration of some volunteers we made an experimental activity to encourage the interest of the
neighborhood in giving a voluntary contribution to the structure.
We also visited the shared garden "Les jardins de petit Alizée" located in the popular district "Ousse des Bois" and the
garden "Conservatory of Heritage Vegetables" which has a magnificent and numerous collection of ancient and forgotten
plants. We would like to thank "Replay Network", "Pistes Solidaires", "MJC Berlioz" and all the people who have contributed
to accompany our experience and make it interesting and instructive and we hope to return soon to the welcoming city of
Pau, full of green spaces, perhaps to give our contribution as Gardeniser.
Michela Galletti and Pietro Ferrara

French internship in Rethymno
We were two Gardeniser-pro interns starting one week in Rethymnon, Crete, from May 19 to 21, 2019. We were warmly
welcomed at the ECTE (European Centre in Training for Employment) for the duration of the training where we joined two
other trainees from London with whom we were able to discuss at length our respective experiences in the shared
gardens in France and England. During this week, we met with various organisations working in the field of organic
agriculture and the social and solidarity economy. In Shania and Heraklion, we met with local producers' cooperatives
(Terra Verde, Apo Kinou), members of COMMONSLAB (Participatory Computer Lab specialized in open source software
design and research and development) and visited a permaculture farm, as well as the Botanical park and Garden.
With all these organisations we have had very enriching feedback on how groups function, the difficulties encountered,
and the positive impact on society and the environment. This internship was a huge field of learning and exchange, and
we returned to France with a wealth of experience and reflections on collective management, very useful to apply to the
coordination of shared gardens. A big thank you to Pistes-Solidaires for giving us the opportunity to participate in this
great adventure.

English internship in France
Two years ago, I successfully applied for some funding to create community food-growing spaces around London and
started Social Orchards, initially centred on the London Borough of Sutton. Six years beforehand I had been working on
consultations with the community of Hackbridge (an area in south London that scores particularly highly for indices of
economic deprivation), and many residents felt that they would benefit from communal green spaces with a kitchen
garden area, or an ‘edible food forest’ of symbiotic plants, symbiotically interlayered to ape a natural ecosystem. It was at
this point that I started my quest to create community orchards in publicly accessible spaces so an orchard wouldn’t be
something you ‘visit’, it would be something you lived inside; food would be growing all around a neighborhood. Having
started this project alone, I quickly felt that I would benefit from contact with people working with other initiatives and
partner organisations, and I have particularly enjoyed meeting other like-minded souls through the Gardeniser project! I
signed up the Social Orchards project with Social Farms and Gardens and booked onto two training courses (forging
pathways for career progression - Apprenticeships, Partnerships and Workforce Development, and Working with Food
Banks – how to connect a community garden with a food bank). I then heard about the Garden-Organiser course and it
sounded exactly like what I needed to develop Social Orchards and take the concept further, it’s been an elation!
In London, the first seven days of the course were exciting, intense,
exhausting, inspiring and exhilarating. Everybody on Gardeniser in UK has
different roles within their organisation, and the variety of organisations
could not be much more diverse either! It was nice to share experiences,
disseminate good ideas, talk through problems etc. It was interesting that
most people are frustrated that other people don’t understand what our
jobs entail – and worryingly, often the greatest ignorance sits with
peoples’ employers). So far on the Gardeniser course it’s been quite a
busy period of character-searching, self-refection and personal
development. Having taken part on the training, we now all belong to a
network of wonderful, friendly people who help each other with practical
help and thoughtful responses to questions, along professional
discussion and moral support. Lately, I have found that being interviewed
for different articles for various magazines has felt almost like counselling
(and I certainly needed that at times!) – I can see how Gardeniser has
changed things hugely for the better.
Since returning from France, I am far more confident in my
abilities. I am more comfortable as a Garden Organiser and am
more familiar with how my skills and attributes fit within the role.
The structure of the course modules was very comprehensive,
the training we received in London was superb and our hosts in
Pau were extremely kind and generous with their time, sharing
their depth of knowledge and skills to ascertain where our own
capacities could be expanded. I was impressed and touched by
their calm and patient care towards us and our welfare; they took
care to translate for us and they were highly mindful of our
comfort and living requirements (accommodation, travel and
food). Everything came together to enable us to use our skills
(some newly gained) to work effectively in a garden with which we
were unfamiliar. The way in which the Gardeniser training is ably
facilitating the relaying of knowledge between people and
enabling the transfer of complex skills between several projects
confirms for me its worth and practical value.

Robert Walker
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